Experimental resolution of early steps in protein folding: testing molecular dynamics simulations.
Time-resolved Tyr fluorescence spectroscopy coupled with a laser-induced temperature-jump (T-jump) was employed to follow the folding relaxation dynamics of the B-domain of Staphylococcal protein A. The single Tyr is located in helix 1 (H1) and is a sensitive probe of the structure of this helix and the overall helical bundle structure. The results from this study were compared to those from a complementary infrared T-jump study on this protein [Vu, D. M.; Myers, J. K.; Oas, T. G.; Dyer, R. B. Biochemistry 2004, 43, 3582]. Both methods detect a microsecond process that follows the cooperative relaxation of the helical bundle core. However, a fast process (10-7 s) that follows the relaxation of the individual helices was observed only with the infrared probe. Thus, fast formation of H1 is not observed, but rather H1 forms in the microsecond phase, concomitantly with the docking to (and stabilization by) the other two helices to form the helical bundle structure. This observation validates the results of several previous molecular dynamics simulations that predict H1 formation only in the final assembly of the helix bundle.